
13OCT16-Updates 002-from an Old man who readily admits he is a very special---special kind 
of STUPID!

On Oct 12, 2016, at 2:44 PM, Rebecca Cope <operationspitwad@gmail.com> wrote:
Right on Arnie.  At least the fake lawyers and fake patriots are laying it on so thick 
that more and more of us can spot them and not waste any time reading their 
garbage. 
Educated researchers know that Judge Anna is one of many who has prevailed to 
shine the light of truth.   Many more have been trashed and harrassed and jailed 
for their equally valiant acts of courage. 
The tide is turning.  We have credible stories of Judges getting disbarred and losing 
CRIS retirement funds as more and more ordinary un-lawyers file paperwork to 
expose the fraud. Facing Foreclosure has helped wake up the masses.
We have proof that if we serve the right paperwork County officers and city cops 
refuse to carry out the orders of child support enforcement. These third party debt 
collectors have no more standing than a security guard at Wal-Mart. 
When we know it and stand in our truth we prevail.  It may not happen the first 
time. It may not even happen the second time but when we resolutely answer and 
refuse to back down the game changes.
Judge Anna has earned our respect.  Larry Becraft is a distraction.  So are most 
lawyers. Our best recourse is to learn to handle our own affairs.

On Oct 12, 2016 11:28 AM, "Arnie Rosner" <arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:
I am a very special type of stupid.

I can even detect the professional liars.  You included.

arnie, just one of the people.
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056

On Oct 12, 2016, at 7:58 AM, Larry <becraft@hiwaay.net> wrote:

Hey Crackpot Arnie,

There have been lots of liars, conmen, crooks and thieves who have passed thru this 
movement leaving a legacy of disastrous results. Typically, these charlatans concoct a 
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baseless and utterly wild legal argument that they promote and sell to the weak-
minded and gullible. These trusting folks get burned, and burned badly, because they 
were naive in believing these frauds. I have battled most of these gurus, who leave a 
trail of ruined lives. And that part of America which observes this movement 
concludes that, for the most part, this movement is dangerous and not beneficial in 
addressing the ills of America, hence they refuse to associate with it.

When I first encountered Fake Judge Anna, I thought she was simply another victim 
of the gurus, but then I realized she was just another “wannabe guru.”  Thru 
several exchanges with “Her Honor”, I came to understand that virtually everything 
she writes is a fabrication (the chronic habit of gurus), and she gets you to post her 
trash on your website. I address just some of the garbage she promotes on your 
website here:


